DESIGNED & ENGINEERED IN CALIFORNIA

Meteor luminaires are installed in world class architectural projects like Netflix, McDonald’s, and Nike headquarters. Our project portfolio covers a wide expanse of commercial, residential and institutional applications. For both indoor and outdoor use, we have strong experience in colleges, sports stadiums, retail, convention centers and churches. Based in City of Industry, California; we provide Advanced Lighting Solutions.

NETFLIX CUE | LOS ANGELES, CA

CORPORATE SPACES

Mc DONALD’S HQ | CHICAGO, IL

AMAZON SPHERES | SEATTLE, WA

TIM HORTONS HQ | TORONTO, CANADA

GUSTO OFFICES | SAN FRANCISCO, CA

MPK 21 | MENLO PARK, CA

OUTDOOR & NATATORIUM SPACES

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY GYM | BATON ROUGE, LA

MERRIWEATHER PARK | COLUMBIA, MD

MELKA WINERY | SAN FRANCISCO, CA

HOOVER METROPOLITAN COMPLEX | HOOVER, AL

WESTSIDE NATATORIUM | EL PASO, TX
LUMINAIRE LINEUP

ADVANCED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

For Architects, Lighting Designers and Engineers, Meterex Lighting offers LED Luminares that are Aesthetic and Versatile with High Performance built through precise Engineering. We promise to deliver quality products that are innovative while offering customization options with great customer service.

2,000 lm

ORION 4
CONTEMPORARY ROUND CYLINDER

EDGE 4
AESTHETIC SQUARE CYLINDER

ATRIA 4
SLEEK LOW PROFILE CYLINDER

REV 4
QUIET CEILING RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

5,000 lm

ZETA 10
AESTHETIC CYLINDER WITH COLOR TRIM OPTIONS

DUO 4 & 6
ELEGANT UP AND DOWN LUMINAIRE

SIGNUM 8 & 10
SLEEK HIGH CEILING CYLINDER

ATRIA 6
SMALL BUT POWERFUL CYLINDER

REV 6
HIGH PERFORMANCE RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

10,000 lm

15,000 lm

SIGNUM 16
COST EFFECTIVE ROBUST CYLINDER

ATRIA 10
HIGH PERFORMANCE CYLINDER

WHIZ 2.0
FLAGSHIP ARCHITECTURAL HIGH CEILING SOLUTION

WHIZ
HIGH PERFORMANCE HIGH CEILING SOLUTION

REV 8 PRIME
DYNAMIC RECESSED DOWNLIGHT FOR METAL HALIDE REPLACEMENT

DEXT 2.0
ECONOMICAL & VERSATILE HIGH CEILING SOLUTION

60,000 lm

TETRISS
MODULAR AND COMPACT FIXTURE

TETRISS W+RGB
MODULAR WHITE + RGB FIXTURE

BOLT
HIGH LUMEN AND COMPACT FIXTURE

AWARD WINNING LUMINAIRE DESIGN

We have a history of Award Winning Luminaire design as recognized by industry experts such as the LII Innovation awards, BES Progress Report, Architectural SSL, Product Innovation awards and Next Generation Luminares.